
Minutes:  P&R District #1  BOD  March 11, 2014  6:00PM at LBJCC 

Present: Larry Robinson, Richard Hull, Cathy Bohman, Gary Elmer, Dennis Schmitt. Bonnie Story taking 

minutes. 

Previous Minutes:  Correction suggested by GE to remove line in the Sport Court update about the 

Cheney Grant. RH moved acceptance as amended.  CB seconded.  All approved, as amended. 

Treasurer’s Report: RH reported that the available balance is $15,165.26, with $7442.50 coming from 

recent Timber sales. The timber money is periodic whenever trees are sold. In addition, P&R #1 received 

$354.65 from timber taxes and $352.02 from timber lease income. RH reminded us that these monies 

became available with the  approval of the recent levy.  RH submitted vouchers 78378 - 78384 totaling 

$4226.88 for approval. All vouchers were approved. DS moved to approve the Treasurer's Report, LR 

seconded, all approved. 

RH also presented a draft of the sign-up sheet requested in February for items needed beyond the pre-

approved coffee, tea, sugar and cleaning supplies. It is like a "wish list" in that the public can see what is 

needed and possibly donate the items. RH will add lines to write on and resubmit next month. 

Calendar:  LR reported that the March 23rd show was cancelled. The April 11st show is on a Friday. 

Women's Club Ham Dinner is on the 12th. On March 11th the DNR is doing a Q/A session about a local 

logging project planned for Lemonds Road. The second Sunday in April, the 6th, is the Coyle Community 

Club Annual Meeting. The Board meets at 10AM and the general meeting starts at 1PM. The Quilcene 

School Prom Dance will be taking place at the LBJCC on Saturday May 10th, with decorating taking place 

on the 9th. The Coyle Community Club meets again on May 10th at 10AM, but should be able to meet at 

the decorated LBJCC as usual. 

Old/Ongoing Business 

Flyers on Windows: DS passed around a few sample flyer holders from Tapp Plastic. They are $11.95 

+tax. The Board liked the holders. LR would like three more, and will explore using 3M "Command" 

hooks which use strong but harmless no-goop stickum to mount the holders on the glass. GE asked 

about the signage policy. RH said that flyers should go up one week prior and come down after the 

event. The only notices to be hung are those regarding the LBJCC, and not for other local events.  

Sport Court: GE brougt surface samples, one from Woodman (Duracourt) and one from Sport Court. The 

Duracourt product seemed to be a better product for our application. GE and CB worked up a report on 

findings. GE remarked that in the grantwriting process it became evident that the statistics do not show 

a markedly poor average household income locally. Quite the opposite. However the remoteness of the 

community is inarguable.   

Discussion: 

GE and CB are still studying the feasibility of a cement pad.  



DS: A critical step is the concrete finisher. Volunteers can help with gravel donation, etc but a real pro is 

needed midway and at the end. Also we do need a barrier around it to keep cars off. Parking bollards 

would be a tripping hazard. The prep alone looks like $2,000 with volunteer labor. 

GE: Suggested chain link fencing. The hardened site would be above grade with soil built up at the edge. 

Incidentally, regarding the walking trail, the bid from Laron Williams was $14,325. No second bid yet. 

Also, Lloyd is retired. If we do the Sport-court pad ourselves, we are looking at about a $25,000 project 

so far. So far, finding granting sources appears pretty difficult. 

RH: If we got grant money for the rest, can the Board pay for the pad? Let's consider after we know 

about a grant. 

DS: Agreed we should be thinking about picking up the pad cost, if a grant covers the rest. 

GE: Laron may be the only bid we get on doing the path. We need licensed people for the job. 

DS: Let's get a bid from Doug Reeves. If Laron can't do it then we are not stuck. 

LR: Know that I have been trying to contact Laron for almost a month and am not getting calls returned. 

But will keep at it. 

DS would like to see numbers broken out for the forms, concrete, rebar, mesh, grid. it's about 

$130/yard. 

GE: That could be $4,000 as the contribution from the P&R#1. 

GE: We need signatures on this grant request. LR will sign as chair. Will add "Coyle" in quotes to name of 

LBJCC in the letter. CB will send letterhead template to GE. The response time on this could be nine 

months. If interested the grantors could do a site visit, etc. 

Kitchen Linoleum: RH and CB picked out what we will use. Dates of 4/7 and 4/8 have been proposed for 

the installation. Laron would need to do the moving on the 4th, 5th or 6th with the move-back on the 

9th. Fridge and freezer must be plugged in while they are out in the main room. CB suggested we get a 

reference from McCrorie for a mover if we cannot reach Laron. RH agreed to do that. 

Re-Key of Building: LR reported that all is done, records made, keys distributed. Not sure if bookmobile 

needs a key but will find out. DS noted that the CCC may need two keys. The second would go to Carol 

Robinson. RH agreed. Rh asked if the file cabinet in the office belonged to the CCC. Has a combo lock. It 

must be moved out of the office to be in compliance with the State of WA's requirement that the place 

have controlled access in the office for Board and secretary only, no non-Board club access. DS will 

check. 

New Business: 

P-Patch Garden News: GE announced that Kris Burns from the Master gardeners is no longer the 

manager and that Jackie Gardner will be taking that position this year. First project is to be a list of 



garden use rules to be posted. Neighboring farmer Ray Ortmann has offered to plow and rototill an 

extension of the garden in the back to prepare for future expansion. We can expand to more users 

and/or a project like pumpkin patch, etc. Even if not used this year at least it could be done. We can 

figure out the fencing later. GE moved to accept Ray's offer. DS seconded. All approved. 

Water Sample 

LR will get to this asap. The septic maintenance for the year is done. We also get the health department 

to annually renew their approval of the kitchen, will check when that renews. 

Meeting Adjourned  at 7:17PM    All approved. 

 


